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Fig. 1: The Ocelot interface, refined by the user-centered design process.
Abstract— Most cyber security research is focused on detecting network intrusions or anomalies through the use of automated
methods, exploratory visual analytics systems, or real-time monitoring using dynamic visual representations. However, there has
been minimal investigation of effective decision support systems for cyber analysts. This paper describes the user-centered design
and development of a decision support visualization for active network defense. Ocelot helps the cyber analyst assess threats to a
network and quarantine affected computers from the healthy parts of a network. The described web-based, functional visualization
prototype integrates and visualizes multiple data sources through the use of a hybrid space partitioning tree and node link diagram.
We describe our design process for requirements gathering and design feedback which included expert interviews, iterative design,
and a user study.

1

I NTRODUCTION

As perimeter defense makes way for defense-in-depth security
philosophies, a new class of defensive techniques has emerged. Active network defense is the real-time defensive maneuvering of a network in response to an attack, whether it be automated or supervised
by a computer security specialist. Active defense techniques, including those considered Moving Target Defenses (MTD) [4], dynamically
change one or more characteristics of the network in response to a
threat to the network. Examples of active defense techniques include
selective rate throttling [40], dynamic platforms [28], and network isolation [5]. Many of these techniques are implemented as a service in a
software defined networking (SDN) framework and include humanin-the-loop controls to support real-time adjustments during an attack. The noted techniques have shown to be promising active defense
strategies, but lack a usable human interface to manage the configura• Dustin L. Arendt (e-mail: Dustin.Arendt@pnnl.gov), Daniel M. Best and
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tion, execution, and maneuvering of these techniques.
While the goal of active defense is to improve network security
through better real-time control of the network, the associated techniques are also more complex than traditional network management
practices. The “movement” involved in active defense may further
complicate the computer security specialist’s job by changing the network as part of the strategy [17]. Not enough human-centered research has been done to understand if these new network management
paradigms make it easier or harder for a computer security specialist to respond to and defend against an attack. However, this lack of
human-centered research is partly due to the challenge of studying the
computer security environment.
The computer security specialists most in need of better tools are
also those who are the most difficult to engage in research. If the
researcher is not already embedded in a computer security environment, finding and recruiting computer security specialists is a challenge [3]. Even once these specialists are recruited, they are busy,
overworked, and have limited time to offer to a research project; they
work in very sensitive information environments and may be unable
to share detailed information about a network, defensive techniques,
or attackers [3, 15]. Despite these challenges, there is a growing
body of work that has studied cyber security specialists that details
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information about their roles, tasks, work processes, and environments [8, 11, 29, 38]. Our work focuses on the threat analysis and
incident response phases of the cyber analytic process [8].
For computer network visual analytics, there are many visualization
techniques that can be used for depicting a network [31]. The nodelink graph is perhaps the most commonly considered representation of
a computer network. Computers and networking hardware are represented by nodes and the connections between them are represented by
edges. Graphs and maps have long been used to depict networks, including telecommunications and data networks [7]. Another example
of a node-link graph uses a force-directed layout to provide information about host behavior [24].
Treemaps are another way to think about the organization and structure of a network. For example, Hierarchical Network Maps utilize a
hierarchical treemap to support the development of mental models for
a very large network by using geography as its primary order [25].
ClockMap uses circular treemaps to visualize a network while encoding network activity in the glyph [10].
The view of a network can also be displayed as a matrix. For example, [13] organizes nodes to show type and amount of activity across
a network. In another matrix-based system, VISUAL represents computers on a network in a grid and makes connections between external
nodes on a network to help support an understanding of network activity [1]. The IP Matrix system [20] organizes the network based on
IP blocks and uses a heatmap to visualize attack activity on a node.
Spring Rain shows the network as a matrix organized by major regions, with each block in the matrix representing a single node in the
network which is then encoded with color and size to provide information about that node, such as network activity [30].
These examples of computer network visualizations produce artifacts that an information security analyst can use to build a mental
model of the network and use as a reference during analysis. There
are certainly other ways to visualize a network dynamically within
the context of its activity, especially in the case of interactive visual
analysis of netflow and intrusion detection/prevention systems [31].
Our work focuses more on providing a complete visual model of the
network upfront so that the user has a cognitive aid on which to reference network activity, rather than supporting iterative construction of
a mental model of the network through interactive analysis.
The goal of this work was to design an interactive network visualization that can be used as a control mechanism in active defense
system as well as a reference artifact for building tacit knowledge of
the network. In this paper we present Ocelot, a visual interface that
supports dynamic network management and active defense. The interactive network visualization helps a user to understand the network
by pivoting the view based on different informational contexts. The
ability to view a network from multiple perspectives supports better
decision making for network management and defensive posture. A
user can select subsets of the network on which to apply quarantine
actions such as isolating selected parts of the network. We describe
the design process we used to develop the visualization concept, functionality that the interface can support, and how user studies provided
feedback into the design of the Ocelot system.
2

D ESIGN

Visualization has been used in many ways (treemaps, parallel coordinates, sunbursts, node-link diagrams, etc.) to depict a network for
exploration and situational awareness [22, 23, 31, 32, 33, 41]. Each
of these techniques make various tradeoffs, and to date no single visualization technique has been found to be appropriate for all network
defense and analysis tasks. Thus, our design supports a fairly specific
set of tasks: showing information about a given network, enabling exploration of the information provided, and facilitating decision making
and action taking on meaningful groups of network entities.
Ocelot’s main visualization has two components, the internal systems which are comprised of the hosts internal to a given enterprise
and the external systems which are the hosts external to the given enterprise. Showing both sets of systems on a single visualization is a
difficult task given the sheer number of systems that can potentially

be represented. Visual space and clutter are two major considerations
when attempting to accomplish showing all of the systems involved in
network communications.
Often in space limited visualizations of networks, especially those
with hierarchy, treemaps are used to convey information to users
[9, 18, 19, 21]. While this utilizes the entire drawing area to represent the hierarchy, it is not without issues. Users can find tree maps
to be cluttered and difficult to use for exploration purposes [33]. An
important element of network investigation is the links between elements, which can add to the overall clutter of the treemap. Attempts
have been made to reduce the effect of links on clutter to some degree of success [9]. However, because our focus is enabling users to
investigate their space and reason about linkages, it was determined
treemaps would not be an appropriate solution.
To deal with clutter and to enable exploration, Ocelot leverages two
visualization techniques, a circle packing (Petri dish) for internal systems and a sunburst plot for external systems. The Petri dish visualization is closely related to node-link diagrams; for cyber security
they are used to show relationships between entities on a given network [22, 23, 34]. VIAssist in particular uses a similar layout to Ocelot
(node-link surrounded by a ring). However, in the case of VIAssist, the
ring is representing alerts and the node-link diagram does not encode a
hierarchical structure as seen in Ocelot. By using circle packing for the
internal network, Ocelot encodes hierarchy and shows linkages based
on user exploration needs. The circle packing technique is a nesting
mechanism that can be leveraged for multi-faceted graph visualization
in comparison to juxtaposition or superimposition [16, 36].
The main visualization in Ocelot is combined with multiple other
views (both visual and text) to facilitate the user’s investigation process. Notifications (from multiple sources), filtering capability, group
(quarantine) depiction, and temporal cadence are necessary to interact
with the data and to help with challenges faced by network defenders
[2]. This combination of elements creates a rich exploratory platform
upon which we conduct human subject research into moving target
defense techniques, specifically network quarantine.
2.1

Understanding the Human and Quarantine

Ocelot is designed to be leveraged by analysts to assist with the quarantining process of systems on their network. While work has been
done to investigate quarantine on a network, not a lot of focus has
been on the human side of the concept [5, 35]. Some quarantining actions may be possible in an automated fashion, however the human can
still provide valuable insight into what needs to be quarantined based
on events that do not trigger based on signatures.
Outside of quarantine investigation, human subjects studies for understanding the role of analysts have been conducted in the past for
other various purposes. D’Amico and Kocka explore the workflow of
information analysts and the cognitive demands as they maintain cyber
defense situational awareness [6]. Later D’Amico and Whitley discuss
the work of network defense analysts, their workflow, roles, and analytical data transformation processes [8]. These studies helped establish an understanding of network analysts and how they accomplish
their goals; however the investigation did not delve into quarantining
actions (likely due to the lack of quarantine options at the time).
Other studies have been conducted exploring various aspects of the
cyber analyst role, both as an individual and in team environments.
Studies by Goodall [14] and McNeese [26] focused on situational
awareness and intrusion detection. Their studies explored important
aspects of the human’s role in cyber security, yet lacked investigation
into the quarantine aspects of defense. Given that “moving target” active defense strategies (such as quarantine) may further complicate the
analysts’ job by changing network conditions in concert with threats
[27] it is important to understand how a human deals with quarantining
options.
2.2

Use Case

Our target user is a cyber network defender tasked with securing a heterogeneous network consisting of several hundred machines. These
machines are a mixture of workstations and servers (e.g., mail, web,
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DNS) spread across multiple geographical locations and divisions
within the organization. The machines do not share a common set of
hardware, operating systems, or applications. We assume the user is
starting under the assumption that some type of intrusion event is currently occurring on the network, but that the user has achieved some
level of situation awareness on the network by other means (e.g., intrusion detection system, firewall alerts). The user’s task is to take
appropriate measures to respond to the event. Thus our design centers
around assisting the user in determining the “who” (which network
entities) and “how” (what should be done) of the response to an intrusion.
We believe that this determination is best made by leveraging the
context and expertise of the analyst, knowledge about the nature of the
intrusion, properties of the network under consideration, and the patterns of traffic occurring on the network (in the present as well as the
recent past). Therefore, in order to effectively and efficiently adapt the
network to the current threat, the user must be able to quickly fuse and
explore multiple different data sources. For this reason our design for
effective MTD has many similarities with forensic network analysis.
The specific data we assume our analyst will consume fall into three
categories: netflow, health and status, and alerts. Netflow is by far the
largest data source, and contains information about the sending and receiving of packets across various boundaries within the network. This
information includes the quantity of information sent/received, which
ports/protocols were used, and the timing of the communication for
pairs of resources in the network. Health and status includes information about individual nodes in the network such as IP address, physical
location, subnet, network role (e.g., mail, web, DNS server), operating
system, and patch level for various applications.
2.3

Requirements

In prior work we interviewed cyber analysts to gain insight into the
effect of the increasing size of the data they work with on their mental models of their domain, tasks, and tools [11]. We subsequently
observed cyber-defense analysts doing real-time monitoring of a large
organization’s network and interviewed members of military cyberdefense teams. Following this, we established a set of requirements
that a decision support tool for MTD must meet.
R1 View the network in different ways.
R1a Show detail on groups or individual nodes.
R1b Organize the network by node attributes.
R1c Focus on particular subsets of nodes.
R2 Manage groups of nodes.
R2a Build complex groups based on node attributes or connections.
R2b Facilitate adding, removing, selecting of the group.
R2c Help the user maintain the context of the group in terms of
the overall visualization.

3

O CELOT

Our design centers around a multi-faceted graph visualization [16] of
the network. This provides an overview of the network from which
the analyst constructs one or more quarantine groups. Various moving
target defense (MTD) techniques are available to be applied to nodes
within quarantine groups. The visualization also contains a Filters and
Alerts panel that support interacting with the Petri dish and creating
quarantine groups. An overview of these four panels is shown in Fig 2.
In the sections below, the design elements of Ocelot are linked with the
particular requirements they support using the same notation as §2.3.
3.1

Petri Dish

The Petri dish (see Figure 2c) is a hybrid hierarchical/node-link visualization. The geometry of this view is influenced more by the particular hierarchical structure of the nodes, than the connections between
nodes. The hierarchy of nodes is determined when the user selects one
or more node attributes to “group by” (R1b). The hierarchy is represented using concentric circles to encode the various levels, and the
layout of the hierarchy is found using a recursive circle packing technique [36]. The final level in the hierarchy is always grouped by the
nodes’ structural equivalence class [37]. Two nodes are in the same
structural equivalence class if they have identical sets of connections.
Following the packing layout, the placement of the top level nodes
in the hierarchy is adjusted slightly to account for the connections between nodes in the network. First we define a super-graph based on
the top-level grouping of nodes in the network so that an edge exists
between two groups if there exists an edge connecting any node in the
first group to any node in the second (R3). Then, using a force directed
graph layout algorithm we adjust the position and spacing of the top
level groups, ensuring that there is no overlap between groups.
We also distinguish external nodes from internal nodes in the Petri
dish by placing external nodes in a ring surrounding the internal nodes.
The external node view also makes use of a hierarchical layout (i.e.,
sunburst), with leaf nodes being placed on the outside of the ring.
However, we assume we do not have the same fidelity of meta-data
for the external nodes, so the external nodes are grouped first by quarantine level and then by structural equivalence class. Currently, we
have no visual encoding to distinguish external nodes from each other.
The attribute of the top level nodes in the hierarchy are labeled accordingly. Additional details are available in the Petri dish using the
mouse (R1a), which is shown in Figure 3. The user can hover over
a node to reveal the node’s links (all connections having that node as
an endpoint) as well as details about all of that nodes attributes (R3a).
Nodes in the Petri dish can be selected by directly clicking them, or
using a rectangular selection tool (R2b). Nodes can be added or removed from the current selection one at a time by holding down the
shift key while selecting Clicking on a super-node in the graph will
select all computers contained within that node (based on the current
hierarchy). Changing the hierarchy will not disturb the current selection.
We also allow nodes that connected with the selected nodes to be
added to the selection (R3, R2a). This is implemented using a button
in the Petri dish toolbar. When the user hovers over the button, they
are shown a preview of what nodes in the network will be added to
the current selection (the nodes to be added are highlighted). Clicking
the button will then add the highlighted nodes to the selection. An
example of this is shown in Figure 4.

R2d Perform various quarantine actions on a group.
3.2
R3 Reveal or explore patterns in communication between nodes.
R3a Show a node’s or a group of nodes’ connections.
R3b Organize nodes with similar connections.
R4 Provide meaningful alerts by linking them with the visualization.

Quarantine Panel

The quarantine panel (see Figure 2d) allows the user to manage up to
four custom defined groups of nodes. Each group contains a thumbnail
showing which nodes are in the quarantine in the context of the current
visualization (R2c). The thumbnail is updated whenever the geometry of the Petri dish is changed (e.g., by selecting a different grouping). Each panel also contains buttons to add the current selection to
the quarantine group, to select all nodes in the quarantine group, and
to clear all nodes from the quarantine group (R2b). Each quarantine
panel also contains 6 MTD actions that can be performed on the group:
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(a) Filters

(b) Alerts

(c) Petri dish

(d) Quarantine

Fig. 2: The four components of Ocelot. (a) Boolean AND-OR expressions can be created to filter the view to the appropriate subset of nodes. (b)
Alerts link the visualization to events generated by external sources, such as intrusion detection systems, or tickets. (c) The Petri dish represents
a hierarchical representation of the network based on node attributes. The user can specify which attributes(s) to “Group By.” (d) The user can
create and manage custom “quarantine” groups. Several MTD actions can be performed on nodes within the quarantine group.

complete isolation, external isolation, internal isolation, throttle external bandwidth, additional monitoring, and user re-credentialing (R2d).
3.3

Alerts

We included an alert panel (see Figure 2b) to aggregate generic alert
information relevant to the analyst. This could include alerts and information from various sources, so alerts are encoded with an icon to represent the source as well as an indication of the alert’s priority. Alerts
in the alert panel can be clicked to select the corresponding nodes in
the Petri dish the alert refers to (R4). For example, if an alert refers
to a particular node (e.g. “WEB02B is redirecting traffic”), then only
that node is selected. However, depending on the source (e.g., phone
complaints from users) an alert could be ambiguous, or refer to groups
of nodes having a common set of attributes. For example, a complaint
from an employee received by phone could be “One of the web servers
is acting strange.” In this case, clicking this alert would select all of the
nodes in the network whose role was “externally facing web server.”
3.4

Filters on Node Attributes

We implemented a filtering interface (see Figure 2a) as a secondary
means for the user to explore the network in terms of node attributes.
Filtering does not immediately change the geometry of the graph canvas, which allows this feature to work in conjunction with whatever
grouping the user is currently exploring. By interacting with lists of
checkboxes for each type of node attribute, the user is able to construct a simple AND/OR boolean logic expression that is applied to
each node in the network. An example of the type of filter that can be
formed is: highlight nodes where the Operating System is “Windows
7” OR “Windows 8” AND the Physical Location is “Ellicot City” OR
“Frederick.” Once the user has finished constructing an appropriate filter, they can then “focus” on the nodes matching their filter. Focusing
will remove all non-matched nodes from the visualization and causing
the view to be re-rendered.
4

U SER E VALUATION

Ocelot was used in an experimental study of cyber defenders’ decision
making in active cyber defense. While evaluating Ocelot’s usability
was not the primary goal of this study, participants’ comments and
experimenters’ observations nevertheless provide insight into Ocelot’s
support for tasks like those in the experiment and into potential Ocelot
enhancements. This study is briefly described in order to show how it
supported the collection of usability feedback for the Ocelot interface.

Fig. 3: Details about individual nodes is revealed when the user
mouses over a node. This reveals the links connecting to that node
and a table of the attributes known for that node.

Participants were 17 university students in a cyber-security Masters
degree program. We also conducted a modified version of the study
with four experienced cyber defense engineers with expertise in threat
analysis and penetration testing. The experiment used a modified version of the dataset used in one of the mini challenges in the 2013 Visual Analytics Science and Technology challenge [39]. Participants
were given the role of defending a fictional company’s computer network by restricting network access for sets of computers in various
ways, as described in §3.2. Participants had to balance the benefit of
protecting the network using quarantining actions with the reduction
in the company’s business effectiveness due to various levels of network quarantine. Risk reduction and effectiveness reduction were both
quantified in terms of the monetary cost to the company. Participants
were given a cost sheet showing the estimated cost of different levels
of reduced network operation from quarantining and estimates of the
cost of exfiltration of sensitive information. Ocelot was presented as
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(a) Selection

(b) Expanded selection preview

(c) Expanded selection

Fig. 4: Ocelot supports a variety of selection capabilities including a mechanism to add to the user’s current selection of all nodes that have
connected to the current set of selected nodes. The user can mouse over the “expand selection” control to get a preview of what the new selection
would be.

the mechanism for controlling a software-defined network capability
used to implement the quarantines. Filtering, grouping, selection, and
selection expansion could be used to define sets of nodes upon which
to take quarantining actions.
After a short introduction to Ocelot, participants were presented
with a series of situations in a scenario, each of which gave information indicative of a network attack in progress, for example redirection from a company website and internal distribution of a sensitive
document. Data available in Ocelot was limited; decision making under uncertainty was part of the experimental context. The experiment
was conducted using a think-aloud protocol; participants were asked
to comment on making quarantine decisions and on using Ocelot.
4.1

Task Example

One scenario presented to participants involved the apparent redirection of some employee connections to a company Web site to that of
an organization protesting the work of one of the company’s clients.
Subsequently, a Flash-based malware was discovered on one of the
redirected employee machines. It was not immediately clear if the
redirection and the malware were connected. Immediate low-cost actions would be to use quarantining to block access the external site
and to isolate the infected machine. Participants could then use Ocelot
grouping and filtering to discover and collect all machines with outdated, vulnerable Flash versions. The scenario assumed that patching
them all would take some time. Based on their assessment of risk and
cost, participants could then quarantine those machines, choosing one
of the quarantine levels mentioned in §3.2. Participants could also refine the set of vulnerable machines, for example by further grouping
and filtering by company department. Cost could be reduced, though
risk increased, if machines in internal-facing departments had external access completely blocked, while those in customer-facing departments retained external access, perhaps with additional monitoring or
bandwidth-throttling. Figure 5 illustrates this sequence of steps using
Ocelot.
4.2

Participants’ Use of Ocelot Capabilities

In general, most participants readily understood and used the basic
Ocelot visualization and set-constructing tools: grouping, filtering,
focusing, selection and selection expansion. They also readily used
Ocelot’s quarantining capability. The experimenter occasionally provided help to participants such as explaining steps in how to accomplish a task using Ocelot. This interaction provided valuable usability feedback for improving Ocelot’s design. Participants accepted the
group-based node and connection visualization as the primary mechanism for collecting and understanding sets of nodes; they did not seem
to feel the lack of a node-link network topology view. From the experimenters’ perspective, the capabilities provided by Ocelot supported
the study goals.

4.3

Participants’ Decision-Making Process

Participants’ initial response to each scenario situation was almost always to dive into an investigation of the relevant nodes and connections, looking for information that might shed light on the attack. Participants were provided a growing list of notifications from analysts
and cyber defense systems. In many cases, the notification included
mention of a specific node or nodes; participants identified these nodes
by clicking on the notification. Participants would sometimes use
grouping or filtering with focusing to find specific nodes. For example,
in search of a specific web server, a participant might filter for web service, focus, and then use the information presented on hover to locate
the specific server in question. Participants would then collect sets
of nodes based on common attributes (e.g., user workstations in the
Sales department with a known Java vulnerability that had connected
to a specific external node) and consider possible quarantine actions to
take on those sets. They used grouping, filtering, and selection expansion to form these sets. Participants would shift between investigation
and set collection while making decisions; the process was not a linear
sequence of specific tasks.
5
5.1

D ISCUSSION
User-Suggested Features

Participants commented frequently on limitations in Ocelot for supporting the detailed investigation of individual nodes or sets of nodes.
A general zoom capability was often requested. When multiple groupings were used, nodes became very small and difficult to see and interact with. This could be mitigated by applying a filter to remove unwanted nodes from the visualization, but this feature was not used in
this manner, perhaps due to the difficulty of crafting a filter to remove
exactly the right set of nodes. It was also clear that detail-on-hover
was not sufficient for seeing and retaining information about nodes;
its obstruction of other information was limiting. While focusing on
filter results was useful, the addition of the ability to focus on the selection would also have been helpful, particularly given the utility of
selection expansion.
In a newer version of Ocelot we have implemented panning and
zooming which scales the view to the users desired focus. We have
also simplified the interface by eliminating the need for a separate visual encoding for highlighted nodes that match the user’s filter; instead, filters operate directly on the user’s selection. Also the user is
allowed to hide un-selected nodes, in effect focusing on the current
selection, which is convenient because there are varied and complex
ways to build meaningful selections.
Participants also complained that it was easy to make mistakes that
were time consuming to recover from. For example, accidentally
clearing the selection required the participant to reconstruct the selection, potentially redoing the filtering and grouping that categorized
it. Because of this, many participants requested an “undo” feature to
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(a) Group By: “Flash security up to date”

(b) Quarantine A

(c) Group By: “Organization”

(d) Quarantine B

Fig. 5: The hypothesized correct response to the threat in the fictitious scenario. (a) The user first groups the machines in the network to
reveal those machines having the Flash vulnerability. (b) The user immediately quarantines those machines by isolating them from the external
network. (c) The user then performs more exploration, and creates a sub-grouping based on the machines role in the company’s organizational
structure. (d) Customer-facing nodes are moved into a separate quarantine group where external communication is reduced (but not completely
cutoff) and additional monitoring is directed towards those machines.

help mitigate this, but we have intentionally postponed implementation of this feature until a production level tool is under development.
Instead, we have focused on making design improvements that make
these errors less common. For example, we have applied our “preview
first then select” design that we introduced with our “expand selection”
feature to other features, including alerts and set operations, which we
discuss later. We believe that showing the user what the new selection
will be before the current selection is changed will provide the user the
opportunity to avoid errors, rather than having to recover from them.
5.2

Ocelot as a Set Builder and External Memory Tool

The fundamental cognitive tasks in participants’ decision making can
be defined as investigation, collection, and action. They investigated
the situation by viewing detailed information about nodes and connections, collected sets of nodes defined by attributes discovered in the
investigation, and acted on those sets by setting specific quarantine restrictions for them. Enhancing Ocelot capabilities can be described
in terms of support for those tasks. Enhanced investigation support
could involve implementing the improvements in accessing and using
detailed information noted in the previous section. Finding specified
nodes by search could also be useful, expanding the current capability to locate nodes mentioned in a notification. This would become
particularly useful if a view based on users rather than machines were
implemented.
Collecting sets is one of Ocelot’s most significant capabilities: interactively constructing and visualizing sets of entities based on the
specification of values for their attributes. The decision-making process in the experiments can be generalized as the iterative collection
and assessment of such sets. Enhancements for collecting can therefore be considered in terms of more powerful mechanisms for set construction and management. For example, in the version of Ocelot used
in the user study, the only way to make a set persistent for later recall or
comparison was to create a quarantine group. In fact, one participant
used quarantine groups with no action enabled for just that purpose, to
save a set to look at or use later. Another participant specifically asked
for the ability to make “trial runs” to save collected sets for comparison of their effects as quarantine groups. Such saved sets could also be
considered as saved queries: attribute specifications as query parameter values, and the resulting set of nodes as the query result–the result
set may change over time. To be most useful, such sets should make
those specifications visible (how the set was constructed). One model
for such sets is the rich information collection described in [12]. The
special case of a single-member saved set, a reference to an individual
node, would be useful for repeated looks during an investigation.

While the current design and investigation are focused on quarantining as a cyber defense technique, other actions could be considered
for support in Ocelot, especially those for managing network operations using a software defined network.
5.3

Grouping Links

Ocelot’s Petri dish is largely a hierarchical circle packing view of the
internal nodes in the network, and a hierarchical sunburst view of the
external nodes in the network. The hierarchy organizes the network by
node attributes, with the ordering chosen by the user using the “Group
By” functionality. The last node attribute that is grouped in the hierarchy is always the structural equivalence class attribute, which is
automatically computed for the network. This has the effect of putting
nodes with identical connections in the same sub-group. This simple network metric is simple to implement (e.g., using string hashing),
runs in quickly, and seems to work particularly well for the network
data we considered.
We believe the benefit of grouping by structural equivalence is due
to the special topology of the network, which resulted in many nodes
(e.g., workstations) with identical patterns of connectivity in the collected netflow data. Grouping by structural equivalence bundles links
together and spatially separates nodes with unique patterns of connections. This method sharply contrasts with typical methods for
large scale/hierarchical network layout visualizations, which tend to
group nodes by maximizing connections within groups and minimizing connections between. Instead, with our dataset, grouping by structural equivalence resulted in the opposite–many connections between
groups, and no connections within. We hypothesize that this method
of grouping worked well because many nodes shared identical neighborhoods but didn’t share connections with each other, which might be
a property found in other computer network datasets. We feel that it
is worthwhile to investigate this further by building additional features
to leverage this property and evaluating this in a future user study.
For example, after observing the benefit of structural equivalence
grouping for the users, we designed a new feature set to leverage this
property. For any pair of structurally equivalent classes E1 and E2 ,
there are exactly two possibilities: every node in E1 is connected to
every node in E2 , or there are no connections between E1 and E2 .
This implies that rendering individual connections between equivalence classes may not be necessary. We are currently designing a visual representation and interaction modality to take advantage of this
observation. Our plan is to represent groups of links between equivalence classes as a single more abstract object. This would help to
reduce clutter in the diagram, and would generally provide a larger
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Fig. 6: After incorporating user feedback, Ocelot now contains limited forensic capability in the form of a time series visualization. Brushing
within the time series selects the nodes and reveals the links that were active during the time period selected, which is shown above for several
consecutive time windows. Blue dashed boxes are added to highlight the current time window in each image.

space for interaction compared to individual links. This could also
provide an opportunity for communicating more nuanced information
such as asymmetry in the direction of the connection, amount of bytes
transmitted, number of connections, time of first connection, etc.
5.4

Providing Context with Limited Forensic Capability

After observing that analysts wanted more forensic capability available in the tool, we decided to include information about communication over time. Knowledge about the temporal pattern of communication between nodes in the network can be used to make a more
informed decision about what MTD actions to take on the network.
For example, if machine A communicated with machine B, and machine A was compromised, the decision about what action to take on
machine B will depend on whether the communication between A and
B occurred before or after A was compromised.
We redesigned the quarantine feature so that up to two user-defined
groups could be in context at any given time, and provide the user the
ability to create a selection out of set operations on these groups (i.e.,
union, intersection, difference). This required easing the restriction
that a node could only belong to one group at a time. We implemented
a view that summarizes the communication between the two current
user-defined groups (if only one group is in context, then the second
group is assumed to be all nodes). This view, which is shown at the
bottom of Figure 1, allows the user to see the average bytes per connection, average duration of connection, or number of connections binned
across a number of time windows (e.g., 1 hour windows). The view
shows “up” and “down” traffic from the primary (left) group to the secondary (right) group. The user can brush over a particular region in the
time series visualization, which instantly reflects the active nodes and
links. We hypothesize this will help the user explore more complex
questions related to the temporal sequence of events. For example, the
user can identify a peak in the time series view, and then through the
brush feature, determine which nodes were active during this time. If
the user has already built a set corresponding to “normal” traffic, this
can be subtracted from the peak (using set operations) to better isolate
the nodes contributing to that peak. Figure 6 shows how this feature
set is implemented in the user interface. In this case, this is helpful to
reveal the natural cadence of the network, showing which connections
occur during the day (external) and which occur during the day and
night (internal).
6

C ONCLUSION

Ocelot, a functional decision support tool prototype for moving target
defense (MTD), was the successful outcome of a user-centric design
process. This tool helps to solve the network analysts’ challenge of
making effective decisions regarding a known, but perhaps ill-defined
network intrusion event. Ocelot supports this decision making process
by enabling the user to hierarchically organize the network in terms

of node attributes (e.g., operating system, network role, physical location), and augmenting this view with information about patterns of
connectivity. Building on this flexible network map, there are many
ways of crafting meaningful groups of nodes by directly picking and
brushing nodes, filtering nodes based on attributes or through a keyword search, expanding the selection based on observed connections,
selecting “active” nodes within a time window, selecting nodes relevant to particular alerts, and computing selections from set operations
(i.e., union, intersection, difference). The analyst then applies moving
target defense actions to the custom groups as appropriate.
We observed in the evaluation described in §4.3 that participants
were able to use the capabilities provided by Ocelot to help respond
to the intrusion event in the scenario. We were able to identify and
begin implementing several design improvements as a result of observing participants, or through direct feedback from participants. Future work will consist of completing implementation of the additional
design improvements and re-evaluation of the tool in within a similar
context as the original study. Long term goals include development of
a production level tool that builds on the key ideas found through this
research.
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